Investment
management

Retail lending

Pensions &
retirement income

Implementing new
requirements for asset
managers

Final proposals to
reform overdraft
market

Assessing competition in
non-workplace pensions
market

Further focus on
stewardship

Diagnostic work on
high-cost-credit
products

Maintaining action
on improving defined
benefit transfers

Supporting initiatives
on substitutes for
high-cost-credit

Further focus on the joint
priority work with The
Pensions Regulator

Research on Business
Model drivers of
unaffordable lending

Proposals on Independent
Governance Committees
effectiveness

Further focus on the
joint priority work
with The Pensions
Regulator

Launch of a Credit
Information Market
Study

Working with partners on
the pensions dashboard

Rules on CFDs for
retail investments

Consultation on a
prudential regime for
MiFiD firms
Recommendation
on revised rules and
guidance on liquidity
management
Further assessment of
PRIIPs

Establishing
regulation of claims
management
companies
Conclusion of work on
retained Consumer
Credit Act provisions

Retail investments

Retail banking

Further review of
advice suitability

Implementing the
Payments Sector
Strategy

Analysing the impact
of the RDR and FAMR
Implementing
the remedies in
Investment Platforms
Market Study

Following up on
findings from the
Strategic Review
of Retail Banking
business models
Ensuring the
new PSD2 and
open banking are
introduced securely
Promoting the PPI 29
August deadline and
supervising firms’
implementation

General
insurance &
protection
Publishing
findings from the
General Insurance
Distribution Chains
review
Finalising
proposals on GI
value measures
reporting
Monitoring claims
inflation
Improving
signposting
and access to
insurance for
consumers
Evaluating the
outcomes from
GI renewals
transparency

Wholesale financial
markets
Overseeing compliance
with MAR
Collaboration with PRA,
BoE & industry on LIBOR
replacement
Further work on
compliance with MiFID II
Reviewing access
and use of data within
wholesale financial
markets
Implementation of EU
Prospectus Regulation
Oversight of
compliance with the EU
Securitisation Regulation
Implementation of
the Covered Bond
Regulation
Preparation for changes
to corporate reporting in
structured data formats
Preparing for regulation
of trade repositories and
credit rating agencies
Engagement to improve
effectiveness of primary
markets

